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ABSTRACT 
A model for predicting the trajectory of window flame ejected from a fire compartment was 
formulated incorporating the effect of wall above the opening. Based on the observation in the 
reduced scale experiments, window flames were divided into following categories with regard 
to its trajectory configuration: the flow which ascends almost vertically up after ejection 
maintaining a certain separation from the wall; and the flow which ascends upward after 
ejection and gradually approaches to the wall in the downstream. In the model, trajectories of 
these flows were approximated by cubic polynomials whose coefficients were given as 
functions of a dimensionless parameter *F . The parameter *F  was derived from the 
conservation equation of momentum which incorporates the effect of pressure gradient across 
the ascending flows. Critical condition for the occurrence of flow attachment was described as a 
proportion of the maximum separation from the wall versus the opening width. Trajectories 
predicted by the proposed model were then compared with the measurement data which 
indicated reasonable agreements. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
When fire inside a compartment enlarges and becomes to be at its most vigorous stage, flame 
will be ejected from the opening after the failure of window glass. Heat flux transferred from 
the window flame yields ignition of combustibles stored inside the upper floors as well as those 
in the adjacent buildings. As it is one of the most important contributing factors for fire spread 
between rooms, window flame has received considerable attention and there are already several 
models available. In such models, most substantial effort has been devoted on temperature rise 
prediction, as it is closely related to the hazard evaluation of window flame [1-11]. The achieved 
knowledge is widely applied to the practice of building design in which it provides quantitative 
measures for fire safety evaluation. However, most of the existing models predict temperature 
rise along trajectory, i.e., the curve sequentially connecting points of the largest temperature rise 
at each height. In other words, the hazard of a window flame cannot be quantified without 
knowing its trajectory configuration, as the rate of heat transfer from the window flame to 
adjacent combustible needs to be evaluated in terms of the separation between them. 
In contrast with the substantial progress in the temperature rise prediction methodology, there 
is not much work done on the measures of predicting trajectory configuration. One of the few 


































β    (1) 
where x  is the separation from the wall, z  is the vertical height,  is the depth of the 
virtual origin, 
0x
H  is the height of the opening,  is the height of the neutral plane, and NZ β  
is the thermal expansion coefficient. The model describes the trajectory configuration with the 
cubic function, in which the flow is initially ejected in the horizontal direction and gains vertical 
momentum due to buoyancy in the downstream. It shows reasonable agreement with the 
experimental data when no interaction is involved between the window flame and the wall 
above the opening [1]. However, this is not a common assumption for buildings in general. One 
of the typical consequences of the interaction is the flow attachment to the wall above the 
opening. This is often observed when the width of the opening is large. In such a condition, 
pressure of the space sandwiched between the wall and the window flame decreases, as the 
flame entrains air from the sandwiched space, while supply of air to the sandwiched space is 
restricted due to the presence of the wall [1, 11]. This yields the pressure gradient across the 
flow, and as a result, draws the window flame to the wall [1]. In order to characterize such 
behavior, a trajectory model which incorporates the effect of the wall-flame interaction was 
derived, and was verified with the data obtained in the previous experiment [11]. 
 
2. TRAJECTORY OF WINDOW FLAME 
2.1 Difference in Pressure between Wall-side and Open-side of The Trajectory 
The first parameter which needs to be modeled is the pressure difference , which yields 
the attachment of window flame to the wall. Figure 1 shows the horizontal section of window 
flame in relation to the adjacent wall. For the convenience of description, a coordinate system is 
pΔ
introduced: the origin is at the point of the maximum temperature rise in the window plane; 
x -axis is perpendicular to the window plane; z -axis is vertically upward; and -axis 
perpendicular to the other axes. We now assume a thin layer element in 
y
z -direction which is 
divided into three regions of different characteristics: 1) buoyancy-driven region that constitute 
main body of the window flame (flame region); 2) region sandwiched between the flame region 
and the wall (by-wall region); and 3) the rest of the space which may be considered as the 
ambient environment (ambient region). Moreover, the entrainment of ambient air into the 
window flame is assumed to be induced by the pressure difference between the flame region 
and the other regions. As the flame region entrains air from the other regions, pressure inside the 
flame region  should be the minimum among the three regions. However, as the 
entrainment of air from the by-wall region tends to be restricted due to the lack of the space, 
while it is not from the ambient region, following relation generally applies, 
mp
∞         (2) pm ∞ W, ≤< pp
where  and  are the characteristic pressure of the by-wall region and the ambient 
region, respectively. The flow attachment is yielded by the pressure difference between the 
by-wall region and the ambient region 
Wp ,∞ ∞p
pΔ , which is given by,  
W,∞∞ ppp −=Δ         (3) 
When the ejected flow is incompressible and ascends almost vertically upward, mass transfer 
between the three regions is evaluated by the Bernoulli’s theory. The pressure difference 
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where  is the characteristic flow velocity from the ambient region to the flame region,  
is that from the by-wall region to the flame region,  is that from the ambient region to the 
by-wall region, and 
EU WEU ,
WEV ,
∞ρ  is the gas density in the ambient region and the by-wall region. 
Eliminating the pressure terms from Eqn.(4), we obtain, 
222
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        (5) 
Assuming that the effect of flow-wall interaction on the entraining flow velocity  is minor, 
and the entrainment rate is proportional to the trajectory velocity , which is a common 
assumption for the classical models of vertically ascending fire plumes [12], we obtain, 
EU
u
uU α=         (6) 
Approximating the shapes of the flame region (abcd) and that of the by-wall region (a’b’c’d’) 
by rectangles, and neglecting overall mass transfer in z -direction for the by-wall region, then 
the mass conservation equation for the by-wall region can be expressed as, 
WExWEy ,, VDUD 2=         (7) 
where  is the characteristic xD x -wise length of the by-wall region，  is that of -wise 
length. By solving Eqns.(5)-(7) simultaneously, flow velocities at the boundaries  and 
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This equation shows that the magnitudes of the boundary flow velocities  and  are 
dependent on the aspect ratio of the by-wall region. That is, when the lengths of the air 
entrainment boundaries a’d’ and b’c’ are short (




), the boundary flow velocities become 
. Whereas when the lengths of the air entraining boundaries a’d’ and b’c’ are large 
( ), the boundary flow velocities become . As for the latter case, the 
entrainment rates become congruent regardless of their position, i.e., , as abundant air 
is supplied into the by-wall region. This relation, , is commonly observed in the 
vertically ascending fire plumes independent of the wall interference.  
WEWE VU ,, <<
yx DD >> WEV ,
WEU ,≅EU
WEE ,
WE ,Finally, by substituting the boundary flow velocity  into Eqns.(3) and (4), then the 
pressure difference which yields the attachment of the window flame is obtained as follows, 
V












up αρ～       (9) 
Now we assume that the characteristic x -wise length of the by-wall region  can be xD




         (10) 
In addition to this, accounting that the spreading width of window flame in the direction 
perpendicular to the trajectory is generally short [4,9,11], the characteristic -wise length of 
the by-wall region is approximated by the opening width, 
BD ≅          (11) 
By substituting Eqns.(10) and (11) into Eqn.(9), then the pressure difference  can be 
rewritten as follows, 
pΔ
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This equation shows that when the window flame gets well apart from the wall surface ( ), 






2.2 Modeling Trajectory of Window Flame 
The approach we take here for the trajectory modeling is to approximate it with a curve and 
describe its consisting coefficients with the pressure difference pΔ  in Eqn.(12). According to 
the observation in the previous experiment [11], trajectories of window flame can be divided 
into two types: flow that ascends almost vertically maintaining certain separation from the wall; 
and flow that ascends upward after ejection and attach to the wall in the downstream. Firstly, we 
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    (13) 
where  is the separation between the equilibrium point and the wall surface,  is the 
vertical height of the attachment point, and , , ,  are the coefficients. The 
equilibrium point is the position at which the flow momentum in the horizontal direction 
becomes zero, and the attachment point is the position at which the trajectory touches the wall 
surface. In Eqn.(13), the window flame ascends vertically upward along the wall surface after 
the attachment. Note that the flow velocity becomes zero on the wall surface, and the trajectory 
does not attach to the wall in a strict sense. However, upon the basis of the observed trajectory 
configurations in the experiments [11], this approximation is reasonable in a practical sense. 
EL AH
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in which the coefficient  was substituted with another coefficient . By differentiating 
Eqn.(15) with respect to 
2+nc c
z , then the gradient of the trajectory within the range  is 
































     (16) 
The left hand side of the equation becomes zero, i.e., the trajectory becomes parallel to the wall 
surface, either when z = ( ) AHnn ⋅+ 2 ≡ EH  or when z = . These AH z ’s represent nothing but 
the heights of the equilibrium point  and that of the attachment point , respectively. 
Eqn.(16) also shows that the height of the equilibrium point  is proportional to both the 
height of the attachment point  and the parameter . The value of  is adjusted so that 
the model reproduces the experimental data well. Out of the 20 test cases carried out,  and 
 were discernible in 7 cases [11]. The relationship between  and  is shown in Fig. 3
with lines at different n . Although there is certain variation between the plots, n 1 is 
adopted referring to this results. In this case, the trajectory is approximated by a cubic function, 











HH =  ( =1)        (17) n
Additionally, as the trajectory passes through the equilibrium point ( x =  when EL z = 3H A ), 
the value of the remaining coefficient  is obtained from Eqn.(15), c
4
27=c          (18) 
As a result of all these discussion, we obtain expression for the attaching flame trajectory,   






























   (19) 
As for the trajectory of non-attaching flame, we assume that the curved configuration of the 
trajectory from the venting point to the equilibrium point ( x = , EL z = ）is brought by the 
same mechanism as that of the attaching flame. As a result, the trajectory of non-attaching flame 
takes the identical configuration to that of Eqn.(19) before it reaches the equilibrium point. In 
the subsequent phase, the trajectory is drawn towards the wall due to 
EH
pΔ  for the attaching 
flame, while the effect of  can be neglected for the non-attaching flame. As for the 
non-attaching flame, flow momentum in the horizontal direction is balanced out with the work 
done by  before it reaches the equilibrium point. Thus, the flame rises vertically upward in 
the downstream as, 
pΔ
pΔ
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2.3 Equivalent Point and Attachment Point 
Configuration of the trajectory can be estimated with the derived Eqns.(19) and (20). 
However, the expressions have no physical background at this moment except for that the 
boundary conditions. Thus the separation of the equilibrium point  and the height of the 
attachment point  which are involved in these equations, are modeled in order to fulfill the 
momentum balance in the horizontal (
EL
AH
x ) direction. For simplicity, we assume that the 
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where  is the characteristic width of the window flame when the velocity in b x -direction 
takes the Gaussian profile. Based upon the experimental observation [11], we assumed that the 
virtual heat source is just beneath the upper edge of the window, and has elongate shape in 
-direction. In other words, line heat source assumption is invoked, and profiles of temperature 
and velocity in the -direction are neglected. Substituting the pressure difference  into 
Eqn.(21), we obtain, 
y
y pΔ














～       (22) 
As defined previously, the equilibrium point ( x = , EL z = ）is the position at which the 
velocity in 
EH
x -direction becomes zero. In other words, it is the point at which the momentum in 
the horizontal direction ( ) balances out with the work done by the pressure. Thus, )(2 ZHu −∝ 0 N
by integrating Eqn.(22) with regard to x ,  













αφ ～      (23) dx
where 1φ  is the coefficient, and  is the maximum venting velocity at the window. Among 
the terms in Eqn. (23), the trajectory velocity  can be break down into fundamental 
parameters by incorporating the results of the dimensional analysis [11]. Although the window 
flame can be divided into either the flaming regime or the plume regime, we adopt the results 
for the plume regime in order to derive an uninterrupted formulation. Thus the velocity along 
the trajectory is expressed as [11], 
0u
mu
( ) 31*2 QZHgu Nm ′−⋅= φ        (24) 
where 2φ  is the coefficient, and  is the dimensionless heat release rate appropriate for the 
line heat source flame, 
*Q′
( ) 2321* NP ZHBgTc
QQ −≡′ ∞∞ρ
&
       (25) 
where  is the virtual heat release rate of the window flame,  is the specific heat of gas, 
 is the ambient temperature, and 
Q& Pc
∞T g  is the acceleration due to gravity. Now substituting 
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Equation (27) describes  as a tangent function of the parameter EL *F . However, there is a 
restriction with this expression that the parameter of the tangent function must be within the 
range of 2~2 ππ− . This restriction is attributed to the assumptions adopted in the derivation 
process and needs to be excluded for the use in practice. Note that when the parameter of the 














～        (29) 
where φ  is the substitute of the other coefficients. Although the coverage of this relationship is 
nominally limited, we assume that it is applicable to the cases in general. Regardless of 
thisapproximation, the dimensional relationship between parameters in Eqn.(29) correspond 
with those of the original relationship in Eqn.(27). 
Given that the ascending velocity of the flow  is constant in the plume regime (Eqn.(24)), 
the height of the attachment point  is approximately proportional to the separation in the 
mu
EH
x -direction . In addition to this, as the height of the attachment point  is proportional to 
that of the equilibrium point  (Eqn.(17)), then  also becomes proportional to ,  
EL AH
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3. VERIFICATION OF THE MODEL 
3.1 The Equilibrium Point and The Attachment Point 
The observed trajectory data in the experiment were correlated with Eqns.(29) and (30). The 
results are shown in Fig.4, where the data of the attaching flames are indicated with solid 
symbols and the rest with open symbols. Regression lines for both the separation between the 
equilibrium point and the wall surface , and the height of the attachment point  were 
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*33.1 F
B
H A =   (r=0.90)       (32) 
Substituting these equations in to Eqns.(19), (20), expressions for the trajectory configuration 
are derived as, 
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zZ ≡        (35) 
Prior to selecting the expression for the trajectory configuration either from Eqns.(33) or (34), 
critical condition for the flow attachment needs to be determined. Note from Eqn.(12), 
magnitude of the pressure difference pΔ  which draws the plume towards the wall, depends on 
the ratio of the flame-wall separation to the opening width Bx . However, as the numerator x  
is a variable number, we adopt BLE  as the alternative to Bx . From Fig.4, we can roughly 
deduce the critical condition for the flow attachment, as follows,  
7.0=
B
LE (-)        (36) 
below which the window flame does attach to the wall surface. In order to organize the derived 
equations, flowchart which shows the calculation process of the trajectory configuration is 
shown in Fig.5. 
 
3.2 Comparison of The Trajectory 
As for the model verification, two different ventilation conditions (with and without the 
mechanical ventilation), at five different opening configurations were picked out as targets 
(Figs.6-10). Mechanical ventilation was applied to the compartment in order to simulate 
pressure elevation inside the fire compartment which may take place under the effect of external 
wind. Figures of series (A) show the results for the mechanically ventilated conditions 
( ), and those of series (B) show the results for the no mechanical ventilation 
( ). Figures also show the results of the model proposed by Yokoi (Eqn.(1)), which 
are shown with dotted lines. In fact, neither the models of the present nor Yokoi involves the 
effect of ventilation explicitly. However, it is implicitly reflected within the equations as the 






The results by the present model show reasonable agreements with the experimental data, in 
which the values of  and  were predicted with fair accuracy. The present model also 
predicted occurrence of the attachment adequately in most of the cases, whereas the Yokoi’s 
model disregards the attachment. However, the present model showed erroneous prediction in 
certain conditions. Especially, in Figs. 7(A) and 8(B), the discrepancy was significant from the 
experimental data, as the trajectory configuration was calculated under the wrong assumption 
that the flow attachment does occur. With the relationship in Eqn.(31), the critical condition for 
the occurrence of flow attachment (Eqn.(36)) can be translated into, 
L H
33.3F * = (-)        (37) 
While, the values of the governing dimensionless number *F  were 2.74(-) for Fig.7(A), and 
1.76(-) for Fig.8(B), respectively. These were not necessarily close to the critical value 3.33(-), 
and it may not be taken as they were within the margin of error. Possible causes for the lack of 
accuracy may be attributed to some sort of inadequacy in the model assumption. More 
specifically, they are: (1) incompressibility of the flow; (2) symmetry of temperature and 
velocity profiles along the trajectory; (3) division of horizontal plane into three regions of 
different characteristics. The assumption (1) is often invoked in the classical plume modeling 
and its legitimacy is widely approved. However, as drop of the pressure inside the flame region 
due to volume expansion yields the increase in the rate of air entrainment, it seems fair to expect 
that this intrinsic flow characteristic influences the attachment behavior. For the assumption (2), 
it is not always adequate to assume the symmetrical profile for window flames, especially for 
the attaching flames. When the profiles are asymmetrical, the rate of air entrainment also 
becomes asymmetrical. This may bring some inconsistency with the homogeneity assumption 
on combustion and the pressure formation inside the segmented regions. On the assumption (3), 
we assumed that the attachment of window flame induced by the pressure difference between 
three regions. However, adequacy of this assumption is not fully validated with quantitative 
experimental data. In order to verify, measurement of three dimensional profiles of the flow 
velocity as well as the static pressure will be needed. 
  
4. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, a trajectory of window flame was modeled with special emphasis on the flow 
attachment to the wall. In the model, the flow attachment was assumed to be induced by the 
pressure difference between the by-wall region and the ambient region. The pressure difference 
 was modeled by considering the exchange of mass and momentum between the segmented 
regions around the window flame. The configuration of the flame trajectory was approximated 
by a cubic polynominal, which showed the best agreement to the experimental data. The 
parameters involved within the approximated curve were determined in order to comply with 




The results of the model prediction were reasonably comparable to the experimental data. 
However, the model gave erroneous judgment for the occurrence of flow attachment in certain 
conditions. As a result, trajectory configurations for these conditions were not even close to the 
observed ones. The reason for this discrepancy is considered due to the lack of accuracy in the 
governing dimensionless parameter *F . For the further model refinement, we need discussions 
on following issues which are invoked as assumptions in the model: (1) incompressibility of the 
flow; (2) symmetry of temperature and velocity profiles along the trajectory; (3) division of 
horizontal plane into three distinct regions.  
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 :Area of the opening (m2) A
b  :Half width of the flow velocity (m） 




c  :Heat capacity of the flow (kJ/(kgK)) 
D  :Length of the x-wise direction of the wall region (m) 
D  :Length of the y-wise direction of the wall region (m) 
*F  :Dimensionless parameter defined in Eqn.(28) (-) 
 :Acceleration due to gravity (m/s2) g









H  :Height of the attachment point (m) 
H  :Height of the equilibrium point (m) 
L  :Separation between the attachment point and the wall (m) 
m&  :Air supply rate (kg/s) 
p  :Pressure of the flame region (Pa) 
p  :Pressure of the ambient region (Pa) 
p  :Pressure of the wall region (Pa) 
pΔ  :Pressure gradient across the current ( - ) (Pa) p p
Q&  :Apparent heat release rate of the window flame (kW) 









r  :Equivalent radius of the opening (m) 
T  :Ambient gas temperature (K) 
u  :Flow velocity along trajectory (m/s) 
u  :Maximum flow velocity at the opening (m/s) 
U  :Velocity of flow from the ambient region to the flame region (m/s) 
U  :Velocity of flow from the wall region to the flame region (m/s) 
V  :Velocity of flow from the ambient region to the wall region (m/s) 
Z  :Height of the neutral plane (m) 
































































(A) attaching window flame.   (B) non-attaching window flame. 

























































































Fig.4. Separations of the equilibrium point from the wall  and height of the attachment 





























































































































(A) =0.0kg/s.  (B) =0.0528kg/s. 0m& 0m&










































(A) =0.0kg/s.  (B) =0.0458kg/s. 0m& 0m&










































(A) =0.0kg/s.  (B) =0.0548kg/s. 0m& 0m&










































(A) =0.0kg/s.  (B) =0.0525kg/s. 0m& 0m&










































(A) =0.0kg/s.  (B) =0.0554kg/s. 0m& 0m&
Fig.10. Trajectory of the window flame (B=0.5m, H=0.3m) 
 
